Perceiving motion patterns in visual scenes in which speed or motion direction varies over space while average luminance remains constant presents a processing task that requires at least two separate stages of neural spatio-temporal filtering. We have previously probed the transfer of information between these stages of filtering identifying a largely scale invariant process in which narrowband initial motion sensitive filters are coupled with a broad range of spatial frequencies of secondary filters, with an optimal coupling -in terms of optimal observer visual sensitivity -at a frequency ratio of around twelve. In the current work, we used the same stimulus to investigate the possible presence of multiple secondary filtering mechanisms and their associated bandwidths. Using a forced choice psychophysical task with both a detection and an identification component, we presented experimental blocks containing stimuli with one of two different modulator frequencies in each trial to measure the frequency difference at which the detection performance matched the identification of the frequency. We found that at a frequency differences of about 2.2 octaves, performance of both tasks was similar, and the processing could therefore be inferred to occur in independent frequency channels. The same observation was confirmed for stimuli presented at a longer viewing distance. We conclude that for the motion gradient stimuli, there are secondary filtering mechanisms with a moderately broad bandwidth of over 2 octaves that underlie our sensitivity for detecting motion gradients of different modulation frequency. These are likely to be implemented at least in part within the dorsal stream of extra-striate cortex.
Introduction
The neural processing which underlies visual perception is subserved by a hierarchical cortical architecture through which the extraction of relevant features of increasing complexity is achieved as one ascends the hierarchy (Van Essen & Maunsell, 1983) . The processing role of any given neuron within this hierarchy together with its position in the topographical maps of cortex determines the features within the visual field to which it is sensitive, its spatial position of sensitivity and its size or spatial extent -the properties which define the receptive field (Barlow, Fitzhugh, & Kuffler, 1957; Hubel & Wiesel, 1959) . The receptive fields of neurons in the earliest cortical region specialising in vision, Primary Visual Cortex (V1), have been revealed by electro-neurophysiology, supported by psychophysics experiments, to have a sensitivity which can be described by approximately linear filters and as such can be characterised in the context of Fourier theory (Bracewell, 1986; Campbell & Robson, 1968; Graham, 1989) . V1 neurons have a narrowband luminance sensitivity, with motion direction, orientation and contrast sensitivity (DeValois & DeValois, 1988; Thompson, 1983; Watson & Robson, 1981) . The region serves as a critical neural locus for processing simple stimuli with Fourier energy (first order stimuli), and also probably for the initial stages of processing more complex stimuli for example second order stimuli, in which visible changes in the stimulus appearance across space do not result in average luminance changes (Baker & Mareschal, 2001 ).
Neural processing of visual motion gradients
In the current work, we probe the receptive field properties associated with the processing of more complex moving stimuli. The second order moving visual stimuli we use, in which the dominant direction is periodically modulated across space (see Fig. 1a ), requires at least two distinct, hierarchical filtering stages separated by a non-linearity (Chubb & Sperling, 1989; Watson & Eckert, 1994) . The first of these stages comprises filters sensitive to the energy of the stimuli in the spatiotemporal Fourier domain, presumably performed by direction selective neurons in V1 (Movshon & Newsome, 1996) . We are interested in the second of these filtering stages which is generally less well characterised than the first. There is no clear consensus on the mechanisms performing this secondary filtering. In the previous work which introduced the current stimulus and inspired some of our own experiments (Watson & Eckert, 1994) , the relationship between these hierarchical processing stages was shown to be largely scale invariant in experiments in which participants detected the modulation in the stimuli and sensitivity was explored across a range of frequency parameters. In their work, they concluded that their data, particularly the fall off of sensitivity at high modulator frequencies could only be modelled assuming an inhibitory secondary interaction. This finding implied no benefit of spatially pooling information with the secondary filter, an interesting result we went onto explore in our work.
We have pursued this question looking at the coupling of the information transfer between these two stages during the perception of motion gradient stimuli using parametric adjustments at the two levels to identify conditions under which observers can optimally detect the second order stimulus modulation. To the contrary, using a more finely sampled parameter range, we found that observers were most sensitive to moving stimuli in which the spatial scale of the modulator, extracted by the second filtering stage, was bigger by a factor of about 12 times the carrier stage, extracted by the first filters (Meso & Hess, 2010) . For the range of frequencies manipulated, these experiments controlled for similar effects which might be observed simply by changing sensitivity by varying the number of cycles in a stimulus. The gentle fall off of sensitivity from this consistently measured ratio in our data led us to conclude that the underlying secondary mechanism could not entirely be explained by inhibitory pooling as previously proposed. In addition, this ratio increased significantly with eccentricity in the visual field (Meso & Hess, 2011b) , consistent with filtering stages occurring in striate and extra-striate cortex respectively -where corresponding changes to average receptive field sizes have been observed neurophysiologically in monkeys (Hubel & Wiesel, 1977) and in more recent functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) experiments in humans (Amano, Wandell, & Dumoulin, 2009 ).
Characterising the motion gradient filters
We sought to determine whether this second stage is subserved by one broadband filter, effectively integrating all inputs from the initial filtering and nonlinearity, or multiple narrower-band filters (see Fig. 2 ). If served by multiple filters, we could then estimate their bandwidth. With V1 known to have largely narrowband sensitivity (DeValois & DeValois, 1988; Movshon & Newsome, 1996) , and extra-striate dorsal stream regions like motion processing Middle Temporal cortex (MT) known to have more broadband units (Majaj, Carandini, & Movshon, 2007; Movshon & Newsome, 1996) , directly measured bandwidths could serve to provide evidence for a more critical filtering role for extra-striate cortex, despite previous fMRI work implicating V1 specifically in second order motion processing (Nishida et al., 2003; Smith & Ledgeway, 1998) . We used a classic psychophysical method in which the bandwidths of underlying mechanisms (or individual channels The spatially modulated motion is shown for L S with a modulation frequency of local direction given by f m . For L N the local direction of motion contains both upward and downwards blended with equal contrast. The task is to detect the modulation in the stimuli from these two alternatives. (c) The identification task, which follows the detection task, requires the observer to decide whether the higher (f m2 ) or lower (f m1 ) frequency modulated stimuli was detected in a given trial. Participants are presented the luminance gratings shown within a circular aperture with the frequency of one of the choices matched to the stimuli just presented. Pilots ensured that the task was easily done. Experimental blocks contain presentation trials of each of the pair of frequencies at random. illustrated in Fig. 2a-c) are estimated by presenting one of two stimuli with different modulator frequencies and asking the observer to detect the modulation, and then identify which of the two were presented (see Fig. 1 ). With such a task, under the hypothesis of a multichannel mechanism, the difference in stimulus frequency required to reach a level of identification task performance which matches the detection is achieved when processing of the input information is presumed to be done by independent frequency channels (Watson & Robson, 1981) , see also Fig. 2d . The alternative hypothesis (2, Fig. 2c ) is that identification would not be possible at all at detection threshold and is encoded based on the suprathreshold response of this single broadband channel. The use of this approach for the current question exploits the motion gradient stimuli in which spatial parameters of the carrier and modulator can be flexibly manipulated in experiments (Watson & Eckert, 1994) . We find the identification and detection to be independent only for a pair of presented frequencies with over a 2 octave frequency difference between them, which we interpret as the bandwidth of more narrowly tuned filtering mechanisms that underlie the overall broader modulation sensitivity function for motion gradients identified by the previous studies (Meso & Hess, 2011b; Watson & Eckert, 1994) . The large moving stimulus is likely to be processed both along the dorsal pathway for its second order motion and along the ventral pathway to extract the spatial structure it contains. The broader bandwidths of secondary filtering mechanisms identified compared to their first order counterparts are consistent with an extra striate locus carrying out this secondary filtering.
Methods

The stimulus
The visual stimulus is based on that initially used by Watson and Eckert (Watson & Eckert, 1994) . It comprises a pair of bandpass filtered white noise images moving in opposite directions that are spatially modulated with out of phase modulators perpendicular to the direction of motion. The stimulus is described by Eqs.
(1)-(3), and fully detailed in our earlier work (Meso & Hess, 2011b) . We briefly describe the stimulus construction here. We generate two white noise images c n (x, y) where n is the component index 1 or 2, and x and y denote horizontal and vertical image space. These images are then convolved with a difference of Gaussian filter DoG(x, y, f c ), as shown in Eq. (1), resulting in a filtered image d n (x, y). For this filter, f c is the central frequency of a narrowband frequency of the band-pass filter configured with a bandwidth at half power of 1.2 octaves, based on a biologically plausible filter configuration mimicking the Laplacian of Gaussian filter (Marr & Hildreth, 1980; Meso & Hess, 2010) . d n ðx; yÞ ¼ c n ðx; yÞ Ã DoGðx; y; f c Þ ð 1Þ Each filtered noise image is then multiplied by its own contrast modulator. The pair of out of phase contrast modulators m 1 and m 2 given in Eq. (2) when added together have a constant contrast over space (see Fig. 1b ). This modulation can be applied vertically m n (y) or horizontally m n (x) which is used in Fig. 1a . At the same time the local motion has a gradient which spatially varies at frequency f m because of the opposite component motion direction resulting from the ±vt terms in Eq. (3) and illustrated by Fig. 1a and b.
The full stimulus takes the filtered components from Eq. (1) and applies the modulators of Eq. (2) and then superimposes them as shown in Eq. (3), which is originally defined in previous work (Watson & Eckert, 1994) . From Eq. (3), the term L O is the mean luminance (set to 41 cd/ m 2 ), L scales the luminance contrast of the carrier, while w t and w s are the temporal and spatial windowing functions. The out of phase modulator functions are given by m 1 /m 2 from Eq. (2) with the overall modulation done at a frequency f m . In the experiments a square root of sine modulator given by Eq. (2), and not the sinusoidal modulator depicted in the illustrations of Fig. 1a (done for simplicity) was used for consistency with previous studies (Meso & Hess, 2010 , 2011b Watson & Eckert, 1994) , so that the modulation could not be perceived as spatial contrast variations in static frames.
Stimuli were generated using Visual C++ .net routines and a CRS Visage visual stimulus generator running on an Intel dual core windows XP PC. A 20 inch Mitsubishi Diamond Pro 2070 CRT monitor was used, set to 800 by 600 pixels at 60 Hz and gamma corrected and linearised at 8-bit resolution, with pixel values mapped onto the luminance range 0-82 cd/m 2 . Stimuli were displayed in a circular aperture of 384 pixel diameter, with a grey central fixation circle of 5 pixel diameter. A chinrest was used, placed at distance of 57 cm corresponding to maximum retinal stimulus sizes of 18 deg of visual angle. Standard parameters were chosen as optimal in terms of sensitivity to the modulator based on our previous work and were set at f c = 2.7 cyc/deg and a speed (v in Eq. (3)) of 8.46 deg/s.
Procedure
A method of constant stimuli procedure was used to measure the detection thresholds in terms of motion modulator contrast (m from Eq. (2)). In a two temporal interval forced choice detection task we presented a signal image interval L S (Eq. (3)) displayed for 267 ms and a second interval L N of the same duration containing no modulation (m = 0, see Fig. 1a and b) , resulting in superimposed transparent motion. For each one of the two compared modulator frequencies f m1 and f m2 , the test stimulus interval (L S ) was compared to the reference L N and the participant asked the following two questions: (1) which interval contained the periodic modulation? and then after their initial response, (2) which one of the two frequencies (presented in an image as shown in Fig. 1c) matched that of the modulation seen? A left or right mouse button click was used to record both these two choices in turn. The wavelength of the luminance gratings used in the decision displays of the forced choice task were matched to the distance from one motion modulator maximum to the next for each of the given tested For participant PC, the thresholds converge around Df = 2. (c) Participant TD shows noisier data with a trend towards convergence at Df = 2. (d) Group data for cases in which f m1 was presented in the task. Mean and standard error of the individual data is shown, excluding Df = À1, which lies on the other side of the asymptote point Df = 0. Detection thresholds were found to significantly differ from identification except at Df = 2. (e) Group data for cases in which a variable modulator frequency (f m2 ) was presented. Mean and standard error is shown, again excluding Df = À1. For this data set, detection is seen to deteriorate faster with increased frequency difference, probably due to stimulus visibility deterioration (see text for details). Detection and identification were matched around Df = 2. (f) Linear regressions of the data from (a) to (c) plotted on the logarithmic y-axis. Detection thresholds have dashed lines while the identification have continuous lines. The intersections are indicated by black circles for f m1 and in grey circles for f m2 . These were used to estimate a mean convergence point for identification and detection task performance.
frequencies (f m1 or f m2 ). We used pilots to ensure that such identification was trivial for the observers. Each frequency was presented ten times in each block against each of five contrast values of L S which spanned a range of parametric values of m (or L in initial experiments further explained below). Each L S -L N combination was presented with the modulators in L S oriented either vertically or horizontally to avoid observers attending to a given modulator orientation or localised direction of motion. This stimulus and experiment design including the relatively short presentation duration thus meant the detection and identification tasks were unlikely to be performed simply by looking at a localised patch of motion and required a global consideration of the stimulus. We were confident that performing the tasks entirely with the use of local cues, which is a possibility particularly if the observer does not maintain fixation, would degrade performance rather than improve it under the given configuration. We did not identify such deterioration and therefore expect that our estimates will be unlikely to be distorted by spurious use of local cues.
The motion modulator contrast (m) and carrier luminance contrast thresholds (L) were obtained by fitting a logistic function to the psychometric data and measuring the 80% detection threshold. Experimental blocks were repeated six times, averaging the vertically and horizontally oriented modulator thresholds for each participant and the standard errors were obtained. The data from trials in which the standard frequency f m1 was presented (f m = 0.22 cyc/deg) are shown separately from those in which the second frequency f m2 whose value was varied across experiments was presented, both within Fig. 3 .
Controlling stimuli for visibility
We initially measured the luminance contrast (L) thresholds for the detection of the modulator of fixed m = 0.5 in a stimulus with motion at the standard speed v and used them as an anchor to equate carriers for visibility. We then carried out the main experiments (using a multiple of five times above the measured L contrast threshold of f m1 ) to measure sensitivity in terms of the motion modulator contrast m thresholds. The relationship between the frequency parameters discussed in the results is given by:
Df ¼ lnðr f Þ= lnð2Þ ð 5Þ
The term Df is the difference in octaves between the two alternative modulator frequencies compared in each block of the task and r f is the ratio between them, f m2 /f m1 . The natural logarithm is given by ln. In this case, f m1 is also the standard frequency of 0.22 cyc/deg. Reported results are plotted as thresholds (for either detection or identification) against Df, to test the hypotheses illustrated in Fig. 2d . The psychophysical observers included one of the authors and two unpaid volunteers recruited within the research unit who were naïve to the aims of the study. The study was approved by and carried out in accordance with McGill University ethics procedures.
Results
For each of the observers, we found that for frequency differences of up to and including 1.6 octaves, identification of the modulators was worse than detection and required a larger modulation, shown in Fig. 3a-c . This is seen both for the trials in which the standard condition was presented for identification and detection, as well as those in which the second variable frequency of modulator (f m2 ) was presented. In the group data, we found a significant difference between the modulation contrast thresholds in the identification compared to the detection tasks for frequency differences up to Df = 1.6 (p < 0.05 for each in an unpaired T-test). No significant difference was found at Df = 2, shown in Fig. 3d and e. 
Estimating the frequency bandwidth
We used a least squares linear regression on the positive values of sensitivity across Df (excluding the point where Df = À1), with no assumptions about the shape of the functions; but limiting the fit to the monotonic section of the data to accurately extrapolate the curves of the identification and detection performance for all the individuals and calculate their point of intersection. We restricted our fits to the positive values of Df because we knew that in our tasks, at Df = 0, identification thresholds would be infinite. Such an asymptote cannot be fitted with a single continuous curve. In making no assumptions about the higher order curve fit that could allow us to overcome this, we restricted our least squares fitting to the monotonic section of the curves and this provided a good fit (R 2 > 80) for most of the curves. We use the point of intersection as an estimate of the convergence of performance in the detection and identification tasks from our data. The group average and standard deviation in the value of this point of intersection was 2.18 ± 0.22 octaves, using the trials where the standard frequency of 0.22 cyc/deg was presented and 1.95 ± 0.37 octaves where the variable frequency (f m2 ) was presented. The individual points used to calculate these averages are shown in Fig. 3f . The trials in which the standard frequency f m1 was presented were better controlled for visibility across frequency as the luminance contrast (L in Eq. (3)) was always kept the same for both presented modulation frequencies to ensure that in each block in which participants made comparisons stimuli were not distinguishable from each other on the basis of contrast. The multiple of five times contrast chosen to equate visibility in the comparison across frequencies however was that of the standard frequency f m1 , not the variable one, f m2 .
Scale invariance of mechanisms
In an additional control experiment, we verified that the bandwidths we estimated were consistent with a scale invariant process, i.e. that the patterns of sensitivity did not fundamentally change at a different scale of processing the stimulus. We repeated the task with double the viewing distance of presentation, this time for two observers and a limited number of critical values of Df. These control results in Fig. 4 are consistent with those originally obtained in Fig. 3 , showing significant differences in detection and identification, and therefore overlapping processing mechanisms at Df = 1 octave and matched performance or independent processing at Df = 2 octaves. The transition from overlapping to independent frequency processing therefore occurs within the same frequency range at both tested distances.
Discussion
Previous work had identified a broadband observer sensitivity to modulation frequencies with the currently used stimuli which covered a large frequency range even when carrier frequencies were fixed (Meso & Hess, 2010 , 2011b Watson & Eckert, 1994) . The work of Watson and Eckert specifically found that the shape of the broad sensitivity measured in their experiments could be explained by an early filtering and secondary stage in which filters did not pool information over space but instead performed a pooling of negative sign over an extended spatial region beyond the primary filters which acted as an inhibition. Our own results which more finely sampled a similar data range suggested a larger role for pooling of positive sign (Meso & Hess, 2010 , 2011b ), thus we sought to probe underlying mechanisms which might perform such a pooling.
In the current work, we therefore asked whether motion gradient detection is subserved by a single broadband filtering mechanism (see Fig. 2c ) or multiple narrower-band mechanisms (see Fig. 2a and b) . Finding the latter, we characterised the bandwidth properties of the mechanisms performing the second of two necessary filtering steps subserving the perception of the motion gradient stimuli. We used a standard psychophysical experimental procedure previously applied to first (Thompson, 1983; Watson & Robson, 1981) and second (Garcia-Suarez & Mullen, 2010) order visual stimuli in experiments which have compared the independence of mechanisms processing multiple cues. The motion gradient stimulus was particularly interesting because spatial frequency parameters relating directly to processing mechanisms could be determined by the experimenter at two separate hierarchical levels -the carrier and the modulator. As such, we were able to fix the carrier parameters appropriately at optimally set levels based on our previous experiments and probe the subsequent filtering stage extracting the modulator.
Multiple filtering channels
The results showed that observers did not have matched sensitivity in the detection and identification tasks until there was a difference between compared frequencies of over 2 octaves. This is inconsistent with there being a single neural channel subserving sensitivity to motion gradients across modulation frequency (Fig. 2c) . This alternative might have been similar to observations of encoding based on the suprathreshold response e.g. the univariant behaviour of a single type of retinal photoreceptor: observers with one type of cones (blue-cone monochromats) can make colour discriminations using the Farnsworth-Munsell hue test (Alpern et al., 1971; Hess et al., 1989) . It is instead consistent with more narrowly tuned, multiple secondary filtering mechanisms which must span the range of modulation frequencies which we are able to perceive ( Fig. 2a and b) . The bandwidth of these sub-mechanisms or channels was estimated to be 2.18 ± 0.22 octaves by extrapolation of the monotonic threshold results for the well controlled standard frequency stimuli. This standard stimulus detected by observers was an optimal foveal stimulus based on our previous work (Meso & Hess, 2010 , 2011b , with a ratio of the carrier and modulator frequencies of 12. A control experiment verified that this estimate was likely to be scale invariant within the normal range of the visual sensitivity, as the same trends were observed for a smaller sub-set of data collected with the stimulus presented at twice the viewing distance -hence at half the retinal size.
The cortical mechanisms
The visual stimulus is a global motion stimulus, typically requiring the spatial integration of local signals to detect the modulators, a task for which MT has generally been widely implicated. There is however some contention as to whether the secondary filtering is also performed by extra-striate mechanism or whether it is in fact achieved entirely within striate cortex (Dumoulin et al., 2003; Nishida et al., 2003; . The current stimulus is also not simply a motion stimulus, but the psychophysical tasks constitute a detection of structure from motion which must be considered in trying to ascribe the extra-striate locus.
In previous work using the paradigm, detection/discrimination has been used to estimate the bandwidths of mechanisms underlying first and second order stimulus perception. In one of the earliest experiments, using static first order sine wave stimuli in a similar task looking at minimum spatial frequency differences for matched identification and detection (Watson & Robson, 1981) , results estimated a bandwidth for first order mechanisms of 1 octave or less. This was replicated in later work, for a range of temporal frequencies and for both rod (Luminance) and cone (Colour) vision (Hess & Nordby, 1986) . A more recent study showed that static second order or contrast modulated stimuli are also subserved by multiple mechanisms each with a bandwidth comparable to that of their first order counterparts, approximately 1 octave (Ellemberg, Allen, & Hess, 2006). The main difference between the first and second order processing was that the channel mechanisms underlying second order sensitivity to contrast modulation extend over a more limited modulation spatial frequency range.
The current results for motion gradient stimuli also suggest a multiple mechanisms architecture, but comprised of mechanisms with a broader bandwidth than that of their first order counterparts. While contrast modulation and motion gradients can be described by a similar generic, two-stage filtering model (Baker & Mareschal, 2001) , following previously noted psychophysical differences, it is not surprising that they may be subserved by different neural hardware and that their filtering properties differ (Meso & Hess, 2011a , 2011b . In the static contrast stimuli, the structure within the modulation is likely to be extracted and processed predominantly along cortical regions in the ventral and not the dorsal pathway (Arcizet, Jouffrais, & Girard, 2008; Braddick et al., 2000) .
The optimally detected motion gradient stimulus extends over a large region of visual field relative to the scale of the carriers and therefore the required spatial integration of the local motion signals extracted in the initial filtering steps is necessarily done at a higher order of magnitude, at 12 times that of the carrier (i.e. a modulator with one twelfth the carrier frequency). This appears to be computed by a frequency labelled mechanism with a bandwidth we estimated at just over 2 octaves. There could be a specific role for neural mechanisms more sensitive to spatial structure which supports the identification of the modulator during the forced choice decision making of the task.
The spatial parameters and the estimated bandwidth of the mechanisms, when considered alongside previous psychophysical work on sensitivity to the same stimuli across visual field eccentricity (Meso & Hess, 2011b) and fMRI results showing differential changes to receptive field sizes with visual field eccentricity in striate and extra-striate cortex (Amano, Wandell, & Dumoulin, 2009 ), strongly suggest a critical dorsal and extra-striate locus for the secondary filtering. As pointed out, the spatial structure produced by this motion is both detected and identified in these tasks. As such, there is some previous evidence from human imaging and lesion patient studies suggesting a processing role for ventral cortex particularly areas within V3 and V6 when observers presented with moving stimuli perceive comparable structure from the motion (Blanke et al., 2007; Van Oostende et al., 1997) . The current results and previous work still support motion area MT is a likely candidate for implementing these secondary filtering channels within its motion sensitive units and indeed sensitivity to second order motion has been observed there (Dumoulin et al., 2003) . It appears that a critical role for the ventral stream in this processing, specifically for the secondary filtering and spatial processing is necessary for consistency with structure from motion work. We propose that in this light, the processing of our stimuli with separate mechanisms of 2.2 octaves may be evidence for a distributed processing incorporating, both the ventral and dorsal cortical streams. More work has to be done with neurophysiology, imaging and psychophysics to probe this processing.
